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Makers May
Are you looking for something fun and educational to do at home?
Check out these library recommended STEAM activities, programs, podcasts
and more! Click the links to visit activities and books.
For more ORL STEAM content visit: www.orl.bc.ca/steam

Endangered species day– May 20
Activities:
Be a food waste warrior
Animalia
Invasive species
Books to Read:
Global Warming by Simon, Seymour
Keeping the Bees,
Why All Bees Are at Risk and
What We Can Do to Save Them by Packer, Laurence Dennis Marchant
Last Chance to See by Adams, Douglas
Endangered species facts: An endangered species is one whose numbers are so small
that it is at risk of extinction. Humans Are Responsible for 99% of the Endangered
Species (Source: World Animal Foundation).
Over 12% of bird species are under extreme threat and close to extinction.
More than 20% of mammals are nearly extinct.
97% of all species on Earth are invertebrates, including butterflies, worms, and
mollusks. One-third of them are close to extinction.
You can make a difference to this. Check out what you can do at
https://www.endangered.org/10-easy-things-you-can-do-to-save-endangered-species/

T E C H N O L O G Y

The International Day of Light - May 16

Activities:
Make a Kaleidoscope- Kids
Make Polarized Light Art - Elementary and up
Measure speed of light- Teen and Adults

Books to Read:
Light by Cavell-Clarke, Steffi
A Ray of Light, a Book of Science and Wonder by Wick, Walter
Light Waves by Adler, David A.,

Facts about Light: Things appear a certain color because it's the only color that is
reflected. For example, a red car is red because it absorbs all other colors except red.
Black objects absorb all colors and white objects reflect all colors. Light is a beam of
energy. It travels in wavelengths. Without light, life on our planet would not exist. The
International Day of Light is celebrated on 16 May each year, the anniversary of the
first successful operation of the LASER in 1960 by physicist and engineer, Theodore
Maiman. A laser produces a very narrow beam of light that is useful in many
technologies and instruments. The letters in the word laser stand for Light
Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation

Check out posters at the end of the newsletter!

Maker week– May
Activities:
Make anything– All Ages
Creative expression through STEM– All Ages
Made by you– All Ages

Books to Read:
Maker Projects for Kids Who Love Paper Engineering by Sjonger, Rebecca
Maker Projects for Kids Who Love Robotics by Bow, James,
Maker Lab Outdoors: Build, Invent, Create, Discover by Challoner, Jack

Maker week facts: May 16-22 yearly is considered as National Week of Making.
This year’s Week will highlight the diversity of Makers big and small, young and
old, urban and rural. The Week of Making is an opportunity to for individuals in
communities to participate in Making activities locally, celebrating the
innovation, ingenuity and creativity of Makers. The National Week of Making
was created by Nation of Makers to support, encourage, promote, and highlight
organizations who are working to create more opportunities for more people of
all ages to make. So, what are you going to make?
Don't forget -- You can always come to the makerspace at the library to
checkout some interesting stuff you can make!

International Museum Day – May 18
Activities:
Virtual museum visit - All ages

Books to Read:
How the Dinosaur Got to the Museum by
Hartland, Jessie
Museum Trip by Lehman, Barbara
Night at the Museum by Michael Anthony,
Facts about Museums: The word museum comes from the Greek
“mouseion,” the temples dedicated to the Muses and the arts they inspired.
There are museums of all kinds -- wax, space, lego, bad art, hair, ramen
(yeah you read that right), toilet museums, and even a potato fries museum!
St. Peters Basilica, the biggest Catholic church in the world is part of the
Vatican Museums. Galileo’s middle finger is on display at the Galileo
Museum, Italy.
The underwater museum in Mexico has a vast collection of 500 sculptures.
These are submerged deep in the ocean. Additionally, they are also
instrumental in advocating the growth of coral reefs.
Check out your local museum and see what they have on display this
month!!

